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Abstract
Digital mental health interventions (DMHIs) have the potential to serve a significantly wider portion of the
population in need of mental health services. The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has
especially highlighted the exacerbation of mental health disparities among minoritized populations.
Innovations and research on DMHIs continue to expand, reinforcing the need for a more systemic process of
DMHI implementation. In practice, DMHI implementation often skips the fundamental steps of conducting
acceptability and feasibility studies. We propose a DMHI implementation framework that identifies an
acceptability and feasibility study as an essential first step, simultaneously centering equitable processes
that address populations disproportionately affected by mental illness.
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Introduction And Background
Digital mental health interventions (DMHIs) are technology-based interventions in the form of mobile apps,
web-based programs, virtual reality (VR), wearable devices, or video games [1,2]. The technology can be used
in the mental health space for prevention, education, assessment, and treatment. Since 2020, the
coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic catalyzed the need for innovative mental health services
and resources as the demand for mental health care increased [3]. The subsequent lack of such services
moved digital mental health to the forefront of addressing this gap [1], and funding increased significantly
to accelerate the implementation of the technology. Telehealth use skyrocketed since the onset of the
COVID-19 pandemic but mainly among persons already utilizing mental health services [4]. Leveraging
technology using feasible and acceptable implementation methods represents a promising strategy to
increase the engagement and utilization of mental health resources among minoritized racial groups, low-
income individuals, and persons identifying as part of other underserved groups [5]. Applications that
provide easy access to mental health support are an important method for promoting engagement in care,
especially given that nearly 100% of individuals who identify with these groups have mobile devices, and
over 80% use smartphones [6].

While DMHIs have the potential to reach a wider population than traditional mental healthcare and
significantly increase access to mental health care, interventions must be developed systematically.
Acceptability and feasibility studies are crucial first steps, and researchers must have a clear understanding
of what acceptability and feasibility mean as measurable outcomes [7]. 

Acceptability
This is a patient’s or user’s willingness to use the DMHI. Researchers aim to understand the factors that
increase use and engagement. We also want to understand why users disconnect from the product or the
barriers to using the DMHI. These factors can be assessed via focus groups, interviews, structured
questionnaires, and backend data.

Feasibility
The degree to which the technology or product can be successfully integrated within the flow of usual care.
This is an iterative process often measured by the frequency of DMHI use. Researchers must identify the
patient, provider, user, and operational barriers to DMHI use. 

In our framework, acceptability determines whether the community needs mental health services and
whether the DMHI can meet these needs. Feasibility determines whether the users, administrators, and
developers of the DMHI are satisfied [8]. Overlooking these factors can lead to unnecessary budgetary costs
and inaccurate assessments of the effectiveness of the DMHI in clinical settings and use cases of general
wellness support, thereby impacting the long-term sustainability and impact [8-11]. The ultimate goal to
provide support for the efficacy and effectiveness of the DMHI requires the ability to implement and scale
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the digital mental health product in a larger population setting and measure its effectiveness according to
the developed measures that were iteratively conceived and refined from the acceptability and feasibility
processes. As digital mental health researchers, we aim to discuss the value of acceptability and feasibility
studies and how we have applied them in real-world settings.

Review
Research design suggestions
Acceptability and feasibility studies are fundamental to creating evidence-based and equitable digital
mental health interventions. Researchers must be able to distinguish between whether a proposed DMHI is
possible and whether it “works.” The second implies efficacy and requires a hypothesis [7,12], but this
cannot be tested accurately if the intervention itself is not being implemented appropriately and to its full
capacity. Pilot studies that assess the acceptability and feasibility of a DMHI provide valuable information to
refine the intervention prior to an efficacy trial. At the pilot stage, we determine whether the intervention is
needed and possible (acceptability) and whether all parties involved are satisfied with the intervention’s
integration within the flow of the user’s usual care or routine (feasibility) [7,8].

The proposed implementation framework (Figure 1) emphasizes conducting a needs assessment with
organizations to strengthen the acceptability and feasibility of the intervention. Understanding the specific
and unique needs of an organization or implementation setting allows researchers or organization leaders
to gather comprehensive data on user perspectives on the DMHI and suggest data-driven improvements to
the developers. As implementation researchers, we conduct pilot studies using DMHI products from
technology companies and test them in real-world settings. The goal of our work is to implement DMHIs in a
meaningful way; the DMHI must be evidence-based and receptive to change, and the change should be
supported by appropriate facilitation [13]. If a pilot study is indicated, the first step to ensure a successful
systemic process toward implementation is to conduct a pilot study that adequately addresses acceptability
and feasibility. Examining the acceptability and feasibility of a DMHI can prevent having to compromise the
quality of the intervention and can enable the ability to scale the intervention for the intended population
appropriately. Acceptability and feasibility studies further strengthen the sustainability and scalability of the
DMHI implementation, as these require measurements to be developed iteratively and according to the
feedback obtained from the pilot study population. Such iterative processes allow us to answer whether the
DMHI is possible through developed measures. For example, we may obtain quantitative data on
engagement rates (e.g., adherence) and qualitative data on how likely the individual, organization,
community, or clinician will use it in their practice [13]. While our research and knowledge on the DMHI are
valuable, implementation of the DMHI may differ according to the specific needs of the community
partner. Through collaboratively working with a community partner and technology company, back-end
data can be tracked, such as adherence rates and specific areas of engagement within the technology,
without burdening the community sites to collect these data.

FIGURE 1: Framework for Implementation of Digital Mental Health
Interventions

We utilize a mixed-methods approach by collecting both quantitative and qualitative data, which enables a
more comprehensive evaluation of the DMHI according to the unique needs of the population such as
changes that need to be made to the content of the intervention, overcoming any operational barriers, and
assessing budgetary boundaries. Both qualitative data, such as focus groups and interviews, and quantitative
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data, such as structured questionnaires, can be used to understand why or why not someone is inclined to
engage with the intervention. Identifying barriers early also allows developers to workshop solutions and
refine technical or operational challenges (i.e., feasibility) [7]. Quantitative data obtained during the pilot
study can also be used to assess feasibility such as frequency of use and the adherence rate to the DMHI. A
randomized design is not required at this stage, and no inferential statistics are applied. The “participant
flow, budgetary constraints, and the number of participants needed to reasonably evaluate feasibility goals”
are the primary concerns [12]. Safety and tolerability cannot be assessed at this stage, and the effect size of
power calculations is unstable due to the nature of the study and the small sample size [12]. Critical nuances
are highlighted through qualitative data, such as reasons for dropouts and perceptions of the usefulness of
the DMHI according to their needs. Qualitative feedback gathered from the community sites is
communicated with the developers of the DMHI so appropriate adjustments can be made. If our measures
indicate high acceptability and feasibility rates, we can then consider moving toward an efficacy study.

Common pitfalls and mistakes
Conducting an Efficacy Study

One of the most common mistakes in DMHI implementation is the failure to adequately determine the
acceptability and feasibility of the intervention prior to conducting efficacy trials. Efficacy trials are an
essential step in identifying evidence-based DMH but they should be conducted after a
feasibility/acceptability pilot demonstrates adequate engagement and retention. Researchers will often
overlook whether the DMHI is possible (e.g., assuming that since the content is evidence-based in other
delivery formats, implementation will be the same as in typical settings) and attempt to answer whether the
intervention “works.” In doing so, they gather “preliminary efficacy” data, which do not provide adequate
information on the safety and usability of the DMHI [7,12]. Pilot studies that correctly examine acceptability
and feasibility create room for improved iterations of the DMHI so that it can be more readily applied in an
efficacy study. Pilot studies that forego acceptability/feasibility and attempt to determine “preliminary
efficacy” can result in a type II error, or false negative result, in which the analysis reveals a small effect
size. This has unwarranted and detrimental ripple effects on the future of the DMHI, such as not pursuing an
efficacy study, difficulty funding the study, or requiring an unnecessarily large number of participants. On
the other hand, we may encounter a type I false positive, in which the study reveals a strong effect size. This
has a ripple effect in which the following trial is underpowered, therefore failing to detect any clinically
meaningful effect [12]. Therefore, evaluating feasibility and acceptability is imperative to accurately advance
existing knowledge of DMHI implementation and outcomes. 

Failing to Consider Digital Equity

As DMHIs continue to grow, developers and researchers alike must address the inequities that continue to
exist in mental health and well-being among populations. Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, we saw
disparities among people who were of minoritized racial/ethnic backgrounds, low socioeconomic status,
older, living in rural settings, identifying as LGBTQ+, and/or having a disability. Access to quality mental
health care services becomes even more urgent for these populations, as the COVID-19 pandemic added
additional challenges to well-being. DMHIs have the potential to narrow this gap if they are developed and
implemented with an equity-based framework.

Inequities in digital mental healthcare are not simply due to a lack of access. Acceptability and feasibility
studies are opportunities for us to explore beyond what the individuals, communities, and population lack.
Instead, we can determine systemic reasons for the lack of engagement with the DMHI, elevate their
existing connections and understandings of technology, and provide sustainable educational opportunities
to increase digital health literacy. Without the intentional inclusion of those who are already
disproportionately affected, digital mental health services will continue to serve those already engaged and
increase pre-existing inequities. 

Inequities in the digital healthcare space are evident in the digital divide. The National Digital Inclusion
Alliance defines the digital divide as the gap between those who are able to engage online and those who
cannot due to a lack of access, skills, and/or support [14]. The digital divide is most likely to impact those
persons and groups who already face disparities in traditional mental health care. For instance, Americans
with a disability are less likely to have a traditional computer or a smartphone compared to those without a
disability [15]. Further, low-income adults are more likely to be smartphone-dependent, rely solely on their
smartphones, and rely less on other technological devices than those of higher socioeconomic status [16].
Financial barriers also contribute to the lack of home broadband internet access among low-income
households and those who live in rural areas [16-18].

Inequities also exist beyond the digital divide. The rapid development and deployment of DMHIs often rely
on sustained connectivity, English language proficiency, and sufficient digital literacy. Utilization of mental
health care services among people of color is lower than their white counterparts, but research thus far
shows that people of color are as willing or more likely to engage with DMHIs than their white counterparts
[19,20]. Developers and researchers who conduct acceptability and feasibility studies with specific
marginalized populations in mind can identify cultural needs and barriers that can be addressed early on.
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This work is critical in order to be able to make clinical validation claims for these populations. As DMHI
research continues to expand, we observe a lack of non-white user representation in data for both the
technology and the research assessing the technology, which can significantly impair the ability for accurate
generalizable conclusions. Centering the voices of those who are underrepresented in the development and
research stages is an essential first step to facilitating using the DMHI by such groups. 

Acceptability and feasibility in practice
As described above, our team has learned many lessons as we have gained experience and expertise in
implementing digital mental health. We have worked collaboratively with a wide variety of community
partners (e.g., K-12 schools, universities, corrections, workplace wellness for business organizations, mental
health clinics, and hospitals) to deploy VR and other types of technology focused on mental health and
wellness (e.g., smartphone apps, wearables, etc.). We will review our experience deploying a DMHI in a
residential substance use facility as a case study and share the insights gained.

Implementation considerations in residential substance use disorder (SUD) programs include employees at
all levels (i.e., leadership, clinicians/mental health providers, and support staff) as well as patients. During
our needs assessment, we discovered that the site was interested in innovative recovery support tools and
vetted various DMHIs to find evidence-informed VR mindfulness content that fits the site’s needs and could
be implemented within their existing programming. Obtaining buy-in from facility leadership was critical for
problem-solving feasibility barriers related to deployment and initial implementation. Having support from
leadership facilitated our team’s ability to conduct training and work with staff to understand the benefits of
implementing DMHIs for persons with substance use disorders both during and after treatment in a
residential setting. In some instances, physicians' lack of time makes it infeasible to train clinicians on the
technology. In these cases, the support staff has taken on a wide variety of responsibilities essential for
sustainable implementation (e.g., charging and updating software on equipment, tracking down patients,
identifying times within patient treatment schedules when they are available to engage with the technology,
and providing technical support). We have learned that adequate employee orientation and training, along
with a point of contact for ongoing technical support, significantly increases both technology use and staff
and patient's perceptions of the technology's usefulness. With regard to feasibility at the patient level, we
benefitted from taking the time to thoroughly plan specific implementation details. For example, creating
time within patients’ existing clinical schedules during which they can realistically engage with the
technology is essential and is something that will require an ongoing assessment to understand and
problem-solve barriers to use. Furthermore, the assumption that patients will all feel similarly about their
mastery and willingness to use technology is faulty. Understanding, prior to the implementation, how
patients feel generally about technology use can help inform decisions such as time spent on initial training
and methods for orienting patients to the tool (e.g., focus on evidence supporting effectiveness and methods
for making engagement user-friendly and appealing). We have received overwhelmingly positive feedback
from residential SUD patients about VR mindfulness when they have been fully oriented and trained on how
to use the equipment appropriately (e.g., adjusting the headset so the content is not blurry, navigating
access to multiple types of content) and when they have been given time within their schedule to engage.
We have learned that as a result of this training process, staff and providers, in addition to facilitating
patient use, are often interested in using the DMHI to support their own wellness.

One overarching factor was relevant across all settings in which we deployed mental health technology: how
equity is addressed within the setting impacts technology engagement. Our team initially focused our efforts
on deploying DMHI to local community mental health centers since they are often the last to get access to or
adopt innovative treatment methods. In general, we target implementation to underserved populations who
are most likely to encounter access barriers to traditional mental healthcare or other wellness support.
Feasibility factors are addressed first, including working with the organization’s leadership and
administration to understand their needs and developing a plan for deployment that fits into already
existing systems and training technology. We then put equal effort into ensuring acceptability by assessing
what factors individual users like and do not like and how these factors contribute to their willingness to
repeatedly engage with the DMHI. We have found that successful deployment within underserved settings
allows persons in these settings to access high-quality, evidence-informed mental health interventions
and/or wellness tools that may have otherwise been inaccessible. As we continue our implementation
efforts, we continue to be mindful of how the DMHI we utilize may be influencing equity. For example, much
of the technology that we deploy can be accessed through a smartphone, a technology to which most people
in the US have access [6]. Alternatively, when we deploy DMHI using VR, which is not often feasible for users
to purchase for individual use, we focus on how we can help the organization to facilitate access to
individuals within the organization in a sustainable way (e.g., as part of a treatment program, during school
hours, etc.).

Recommendations
As a result of our diverse experiences deploying DMHIs using methods that are both sustainable and scalable
over time, we have developed recommendations for achieving feasible and acceptable implementation.
These recommendations can be considered trans-organizational and customizable, applying to most
settings in one way or another.
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Select the DMHI That Fits the Organizations' and Users' Needs

It is critical to understand the pain points of both the organization at which the DMHI will be deployed and
the individuals who will use the DMHI. Technology has the potential to transform the delivery of mental
healthcare and wellness services, but only if leveraged appropriately. When selecting a DMHI, consider
carefully what targets need to be addressed (e.g., reduced stress for employees) and how the DMHI will fit
into existing structures (e.g., the technology available at work vs provided to employees to take home). If
any of these organization-specific needs are ignored, feasibility and acceptability are both likely to take a hit
and the sustainability of the implementation will suffer. 

Technology Should be Vetted Before Deployed

Not all DMHIs are created equal. The majority of what is available on the market has not been researched or
clinically validated and does not utilize evidence-informed content. In the past decade, especially since the
onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, technology development has skyrocketed. Funding to digital health
startups grew 79% in 2021 with $57.2 billion put toward this sector [21]. A DMHI that is well-marketed does
not mean it offers high-quality interventions, and there are different needs and standards for clinical use
cases as opposed to DMHIs designed for stress management and wellbeing. Persons facilitating DMHI
implementation for a particular setting should ensure that the specific technology selected has been vetted
for quality. There is a range of characteristics of each DMHI that should be considered before beginning
implementation. This includes factors specific to the individual and the organization more broadly [2].

Consider Customization When Possible

Individual engagement with DMHI is often higher when the content can be personalized to the user’s
specific needs [22]. When vetting multiple DMHIs to make a final selection based on organizational needs
and quality of content, it may be important to consider the ways in which they can be adapted for individual
use. For example, can individuals select from multiple types of content (e.g., length of meditation, voice of
guide) or track their progress (e.g., use, mood, etc.) over time? These factors may contribute to user
acceptability and perception of DMHI effectiveness, and ultimately, may make the difference in whether
implementation is sustained over time.

Choose DMHIs That Are Convenient, Easy to Use, and Anonymous

Users in any deployment setting are much more likely to engage with DMHI that is easily accessible, user-
friendly (with easy access to technical support if needed), and gives the users confidence that their data
(e.g., frequency of use data, responses, or data tracking within the content) will remain anonymous or
confidential in that it will not be shared without their permission. Therefore, it is critical that organizations
both research and understand what data are collected by the DMHI platform and exactly how those data will
be used and then clearly and explicitly convey this information to users from organizations during the initial
stages of implementation.

Orientation to and Framing of the Purpose of DMHI Matters

Users within an organization are more likely to use DMHI when it is positively framed and the benefits of use
are clearly articulated. Depending on the setting, it may also be critical to address and remove any potential
stigma associated with use through interventions such as leadership highlighting their own use or
emphasizing that individual users will be completely anonymous. During the rollout of DMHI, explain why
the intervention is being deployed, how it works, and how it fits with the bigger picture. Transparency and
rationale during initial deployment set the stage for successful implementation. For example, highlighting
that engagement with the DMHI is voluntary or explaining how any data collected will be used to support
user well-being can help individuals believe the DMHI can be trusted and is safe to use. If a research study is
part of the deployment, it is essential to share with individuals the purpose or aims of the study, how they
are able to participate in gathering data, and how their data will be used/shared.

Facilitation of Training and Implementation

Successful implementation in specific settings requires that users know HOW to use the DMHI. Training
approaches and methods should be customized and carefully planned, including the process, content, and
availability of support. Digital navigators may be indicated for an organization to help guide these processes
[23]. Further, implementation methods, such as the role of administrative support and how the rollout
and/or impact of the DMHI will be evaluated, should also be determined via mindful consideration of what
will be most sustainable for the organization [24]. Implementation frameworks have been developed for
guidance around effectively hitting the balance between treatment adherence (i.e., matching
implementation process to methods in published research demonstrating efficacy of a particular tool) and
adaption of a specific DMHI to a particular setting. This allows for the implementation and sustained
engagement with the DMHI to be feasible [2,13]. Further, much guidance around the development of
qualitative data collection methods for further implementation has been published, including the
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importance of maximizing the use of established qualitative methods while also prioritizing situation-
specific or organizational needs [25]. This body of literature can be practical and contains useful resources to
support implementation efforts.

Program Evaluation, Quality Improvement, and Research Considerations

It is critical to assess the feasibility, acceptability, and effectiveness of deployment over time in order to
maximize the likelihood that implementation will be sustainable. Organizations can do this as part of
program evaluation or quality improvement efforts or can elect to run IRB-approved research pilots or
comparison studies. Partnerships with academic institutions or experts in DMHI implementation research
are often helpful in these efforts. These evaluations can help identify barriers to the feasibility and
acceptability of DMHI implementation in the specific context, which will allow for problem-solving and the
identification of concrete solutions that can be implemented. Semi-structured interviews are often a critical
part of the evaluation; they shed light on what is driving successful implementation and what barriers are
interfering with success. Objective engagement data (e.g., frequency of use) and standardized, validated
assessments can also contribute to an in-depth understanding of the impact that the DMHI is having both at
the organizational level and individual level. When research is conducted, implementation strategies should
be reported as part of the publishing and dissemination process to help future dissemination efforts in other
settings and to facilitate understanding of the implementation methods that resulted in DMHI effectiveness
[26].

Significance of and potential for mental health technology to transform
mental healthcare delivery
In a world of fast-paced development and ever-growing demand for mental health and wellness support,
digital mental health interventions represent an ideal, and arguably essential, solution to address our
current mental health crisis. As high-quality, evidence-informed content is paired with user-friendly,
accessible, and transparent technology, DMHIs can make a significant impact. The implementation that
directly addresses and overcomes feasibility and acceptability barriers is crucial for effective, sustainable,
and scalable deployment. Organizational efforts aimed toward deployment in a way that facilitates
individual use, willingness to engage, and perception of effectiveness will ultimately allow for equitable and
effective mental healthcare delivery. 

Of note, related to the power to transform healthcare, we would be remiss to ignore the significant systemic
shifts that would need to occur for DMHIs to be equitable for all populations. Part of DMHIs’ innovation is
the ability to provide remote services while gathering patient data. In clinical use cases, these data can be
transmitted to electronic healthcare record systems (EHR) to support measured clinical care [17]. Patient
care equity can be achieved by promoting the interoperability of DMHIs and EHRs. This is particularly
challenging in rural areas or places where they are slow to adopt EHR systems. However, this may be
countered with reimbursement policies for DMHIs to incentivize the adoption of EHR systems [17]. There is
another challenge regarding current state licensing requirements among mental health therapists, further
restricting access to DMHIs as mental health professionals may not be able to operate in locations outside of
their licensed state(s). In addition, billing codes and reimbursements are limited to licensed mental health
professionals, narrowing the services that can be offered through DMHIs. Relaxation of such policies to
include billing codes by non-mental health specialists, such as peer support and coaching services, can
expand the type of services offered through DMHIs [17].

Limitations to DMHIs
The implementation of DMHIs requires multi-level assessment. The DMHI may be acceptable and feasible,
but organizations or communities implementing the intervention may not see a valuable return on
investment. There are valid concerns about potential negative outcomes associated with DMHIs. For
example, research conducted since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic demonstrates that in some
instances, engagement with technology can negatively impact mental health such as increased use of video
conferencing being linked to increased incidence of body dysmorphic disorder [27]. Another concern might
be that digital mental health delivery platforms could encourage looser commitment to therapeutic
relationships, which could affect attrition. Although these concerns can likely be mitigated by involving
clinicians in driving outcome research for interventions, they are, nonetheless, critical to consider,
systematically evaluate, and problem-solve [28]. Lastly, ensuring data privacy is a key factor in building trust
with users, as there is a consistent threat against data privacy. Thus, it is imperative that developers,
researchers, and organizations establish transparency in how the DMHI is developed, how the data are
collected and used, and how the users experience the DMHI.

Conclusions
There is a clear, urgent need for the rapid deployment of DMHIs to address the mental health needs of
various populations. Technology companies and researchers who aim to implement DMHIs must do so with
an evidence-based approach and equity framework. Our framework is developed using current research and
retrospective insight from real-world applications. Too often, DMHIs are implemented without adequate
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acceptability and feasibility measures, which can be a detriment to all parties involved. Having a better
understanding of how to conduct a pilot study to effectively evaluate acceptability and feasibility paves the
way for safer, sustainable, and scalable solutions.
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